A Tragedy: The Devoted American Christian Attitude to the Poor, the
Widow, the Orphan, and the Helpless Immigrant is not Different
Studies indicate that even those with deep religious beliefs are no more
concerned about assistance and development for the poor and helpless
immigrants than persons with little to no religious commitment.
Many American Christians do not have God's perspective on the plight of the
poor, immigrants, and vulnerable. This is completely understandable since most
conservative/Bible teaching churches do not spend much time in those areas of
the Bible that address God's attitude toward people and the nations that neglect
or oppress the poor and vulnerable (e.g., Amos): Israel was destroyed in 586 B.C.
and Judah in 587 B.C. in no small part to neglect and/or exploitation of the poor.
I have been involved in Bible churches for over three decades and have never
heard one lesson that deals with the poor comprehensively. I also hold four
college degrees from wonderful Bible colleges and seminaries but have never
been offered one class on the poor and immigrants--though there are thousands
of references to the poor/widow/orphan/immigrant in the Bible.
I refuse to believe that the failure of Christians to gain God's viewpoint on the
poor/vulnerable/immigrants must inevitably continue. I believe there are millions
of Christians who really do care about Jesus more than anything else in the world
and would adopt in a heartbeat His attitude to the poor if they were taught what
God says in His Holy Word.
I see hope in that just as there is a Teen's Bible, Woman's Devotional Bible, now
there is a Poverty Bible as per pic below. It is not that I think that Bibles that are
devoted to special groups are good in themselves. However, if this is one way for
believers to see God's emphasis on the poor, it could be an invaluable aid. I have
not read this Bible so I am not attesting to its integrity. That is not my point in this
article.
In His Grace,
Pastor Don Hargrove

